User FAQ
Main tools usage of the WiseXML frequently asked questions.
How to add price markups to my products (most common repricing rules)?
How to manage your products and use product filters in export profiles?
How to use multiple filters in the export profile?

How to add price markups
to my products (most
common repricing rules)?
Here you will find the most common repricing rules:
{attr:price}*1.5 - adds 50% to basic prices from the supplier.
{attr:price}*1.21 - adds VAT 21% to basic prices from the supplier (add this only if they are
provided without VAT).
{attr:price}*1.1 - adds 10% to basic prices from the supplier.
{attr:price}*2 - double the basic price from the supplier.
floor({attr:price}*2)-0.01 - returns the next lowest integer value (as float) by rounding down
and -0.01 eur. For example, the starting price is 25.90 eur, the final price after this rule is applied
will be 50.99 eur.
ceil({attr:price}*1.21)-0.01 - adds VAT 21% and returns the next highest integer value by
rounding up value, also -0.01 eur. For example, the starting price is 25.90 eur, the final price after
this rule is applied will be 31.99 eur.
{attr:price}*0.094 - you can also use repricing rules to convert currencies. For example, this
formula converts Swedish Krona to Euro. If the starting price is 8877 sek, the final price after this
rule is applied will be 834.438 eur.

How to manage your
products and use product
filters in export profiles?
You can use filters any time you want to choose what products should be imported to your shop or
marketplaces.
The most commonly used filters are QTY, Category, Manufacturer, and Price filters.
You can map all Categories and import only some of them:

Or you can map only the Categories you want and filter empty ones out:

You can import only products from specific Manufacturers:

The most popular is QTY filter. You can avoid products with 0 stock to be imported to your shop:

You can also sell products only in the exact Price range:

How to use multiple filters
in the export profile?
You can use multiple filters in the export profile to narrow the range of products you want to
import to your shop.
Here you can see several filtering options as examples:
1. Products from only certain manufacturers will be imported to your shop. Also, only products
from mapped categories that cost 55 or more will be imported.

2. Products from only selected categories with a quantity greater than 0 and a price greater than
50 will be imported to your shop.

3. Products with EANs, mapped categories, and quantities greater than 1 will be imported to your
shop.

You can remove certain products from your product import by filtering them by SKU or EAN:

